The magnetoelectroelastic analysis of two bonded dissimilar piezo-electro-magneto-elastic ceramics with a crack perpendicular to and terminating at the interface is made. By using the Fourier integral transform (in perpendicular directions in each materials), the mixed boundary conditions and continuity conditions are transformed to a singular integral equation with generalized Cauchy kernel, the solution of which has been well studied, and classical methods are directly applicable here to obtain the closed form solution. The results are presented for a permeable crack under anti-plane shear loading and in-plane electric and magnetic loadings, as prescribed electric displacement and magnetic inductions or electric and magnetic fields. The results indicate that the magnetoelectroelastic field near the crack tip in the homogeneous PEMO-elastic ceramic is dominated by a traditional inverse square-root singularity, while the coupled field near the crack tip at the interface exhibits the singularity of the power law r  , r being the distance from the interface crack tip and  depending on the material constants of a bimaterial. In particular, electric and magnetic fields have no singularity at the crack tip in a homogeneous solid, whereas they are singular around the interface crack tip. Numerical results are given graphically to show the effects of the material properties on the singularity order, field intensity factors and energy release rates. The results presented in this paper should have potential applications to the design of multilayered magnetoelectroelastic structures.
Introduction
The newly emerging materials named magnetoelectroelasticity, which exhibit piezoelectric, piezomagnetic and electromagnetic properties, have found increasingly wide engineering applications, particularly in aerospace and automotive industries. Magnetoelectroelastic solids have been widely used as transducer, sensors and actuators in smart structures. Because of the brittleness of PEMO -elastic materials, a high possibility of material debonding and cracking or sliding of the interface exists. Consequently, this problem has been the subject of research and discussion in the literature on elasticity theory of coupled fields. Li and Kardomateas (2006) investigated the mode III interface crack problem for dissimilar piezoelectromagnetoelastic bimaterial media. The extended Stroh's theory and analytic principle of complex analysis have been used to obtain the solution for interfacial cracks between two dissimilar magnetoelectroelastic half -planes by Li and Kardomateas (2007) . The problem for an anti -plane interface crack between two dissimilar PEMO -elastic layers was analyzed by Wang and Mai (2006) . Gao et al. (2003) derived the exact solution for a permeable interface crack between two dissimilar magnetoelectroelastic solids under general applied loads. Gao et al. (2004) derived also the static solution related to anti -plane crack problem. The anti -plane shear cracks are a class of simple problems. But, for the case of a crack perpendicular to the interface the problem becomes more complicated. This problem has been the subject of research in the classical literature of elasticity theory. Cook and Erdogan (1972) and Erdogan and Cook (1974) were apparently the first to publish the solution of this problem for two bonded dissimilar isotropic half -planes. For piezoelectric bi -ceramics an arbitrarily oriented plane crack terminating at the interface was extended by Qin and Yu (1997) . The anti -plane shear crack normal to and terminating at the interface of two piezoelectric ceramics was extended later by Li and Wang (2007) . Although the above studies deal strictly with piezoelectric, it is reasonable to assume that the extension of the findings to electromagnetoelastic material is valid.
To the best of the author's knowledge, the behaviour of interfacial cracks normal to and terminating at the interface of two bonded piezoelectromagnetoelastic materials has not been addressed yet. Motivated by these considerations, the author investigates the anti -plane deformations and in -plane electric and magnetic fields of a PEMO -elastic bimaterial with Mode -III interface crack normal to and terminating at the interface.
The crack is assumed to be electrically and magnetically permeable. Under an applied electric, magnetic and mechanical loading, electric, magnetic and elastic behaviours near both crack tips are obtained. Two kinds of loading conditions are adopted. By using the Fourier integral transform, in perpendicular directions in each materials, the associated boundary value problem is transformed to a singular integral equation with generalized Cauchy kernel. Similar types of equations have been studied, and classical methods of their solutions are directly applicable here to obtain the solution in a closed form. The results indicate that the magnetoelectroelastic field near the crack tip in a homogeneous PEMO -elastic ceramic exhibits an inverse square -root singularity, while the singular field near the interface crack tip is dominated by a singularity of the power law. The singularity order is dependent on relevant 2 6  material constants of two ceramics. The effects of magneto -electro -mechanical parameters on the field intensity factors are evaluated by numerical analysis, which could be of particular interest to the analysis and design of smart sensors / actuators constructed from magnetoelectroelastic composite laminates.
Formulation of the problem

Basic equations
For a linearly magnetoelectroelastic medium under anti -plane shear coupled with in-plane electric and magnetic fields there is only the nontrivial anti -plane displacement w 
Subsequently, the Euler and Maxwell equations take the following form Since C 0  , one can decouple Eq.(2.8) as follows
If we introduce, for convenience of mathematics in some boundary value problems, two unknown functions 
The governing field variables are , , 
These material parameters will appear in our solutions.
Boundary conditions
Consider a crack terminating at the interface of two bonded dissimilar PEMO -elastic ceramics polarized in the z -direction. For convenience, we denote the PEMO -elastic ceramics occupying the right and left half -planes x 0  and x 0  as piezoceramics I and II, respectively, shown in Fig.1 . Let a crack be perpendicular to the interface and be situated at [0, a] (a > 0) in the positive xdirection in ceramic I. For an anti -plane shear crack having no thickness (so-called "mathematical crack"), the crack surfaces contact each other, in reality; so the crack is electrically and magnetically contacted. Consequently, the electric and magnetic boundary conditions at the crack surfaces can be described according to so -called double permeable conditions, namely Note that besides the crack surfaces, the above conditions, in fact, certainly hold at the crack-absent parts of the crack plane. Using the relations Eq.(2.14) it can be shown that the condition Eq.(2.18) may be replaced by conditions as follows
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Let the constant mechanical loads and uniform electric displacement and magnetic induction or electric field and magnetic field be applied at infinity (two cases of electric and magnetic loads), and the following 
, .
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In addition the crack surfaces are traction -free, that is,
and owing to the symmetry one can directly write the following conditions
We further consider the situation when the interface under consideration is perfectly bonded, across which the displacement, stress, electric and magnetic potentials, electric displacement and magnetic induction are continuous 
Method of solution
From the symmetry of the problem, it is sufficient to consider the upper half-plane of the bi-ceramic. Consequently, for y ≥ 0 it is easily found that an appropriate solution of the problem, which satisfies the boundary conditions Eqs (2.19a) and (2.20), takes the following form 
Furthermore, with the aid of Eqs (2.14) one can give the components of stress, electric displacement, magnetic induction and electric and magnetic potentials 
for x ≤ 0. Now, the application of the continuity conditions Eqs (2.24), (2.25) and (2.26) at the interface x = 0 to Eqs (3.1) to (3.9) yields 
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The first two equations, that is, Eqs (3.10) and (3.11), give three constraints for applied remote electro-magneto-mechanical loadings, from which we may determine the loadings of ceramics II, namely 
Continuity of w(x,y) at the interface
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In the special cases we obtain that: for both piezoelectric materials 
The formulae Eq.(3.21) are equivalent to these derived by Li and Wang (2007) who solved the problem of two bonded dissimilar piezoelectric media with an anti-plane shear crack perpendicular to and terminated at the interface. Next, we denote that Now, we calculate the following II  I  I II  II  I  I II  II  I  I II  I II  3  3  1  1  2  2   I  44 e e e e e e 2 c
For both piezoelectric materials  is obtained as follows 
This equation is equivalent to that derived by Cook and Erdogan (1972) and Erdogan and Cook (1974) , who were apparently the first to publish the solution of an anti -plane shear crack terminating at the interface of two joined purely elastic media.
Magnetoelectroelastic field
Solution of the singular integral equation
Based on the result derived by Bueckner (1966) 
where 0 <  < 1. Fig.2 . The curve  = -cos(  );  is the bi-material parameter and  is singularity order parameter.
Once g(t) is determined the crack tearing displacement can be obtained by the followings integrations
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Crack tearing displacement
Expanding the expression Eq. at the right and left crack tip.
Here O(r) denotes the infinitesimal terms compared to r, r being the distance from the crack tip. Only for / 1 2   the behaviours of the crack tearing displacement for both tips are the same.
Asymptotic crack -tip field
Anti-plane shear crack and in-plane electric displacement and magnetic induction may be deduced by evaluating the followings integrals 
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The analytical expressions for physical quantities may be obtained by substituting the solution Eq.(4.1) into Eqs (4.6) and (4.7). We omit the full solution and pay our attention to the asymptotic crack -tip field. This is very interesting from the view point of fracture mechanics. From Eq.(4.1), one can write out the singular behaviour of the function g(x) near the point x = 0 and x = a by the following asymptotic expressions    ;
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where 0(1) stands for nonsingular terms. Now we define the intensity factor at the right crack tip in the homogeneous solid and the left crack tip at the interface of a bi -medium as
respectively, where q stands for one of  yz ,  yz , D y , B y , E y and H y .
Magnetoelectroelastic field near the crack tip in the homogeneous PEMO -elastic ceramics
Using the integral 
For the crack tip in the homogeneous PEMO -elastic medium the elastic, electric and magnetic fields still exhibit an inverse square -root singularity at the crack tip. The application of electric and magnetic fields does not alter the stress intensity factors. The stress intensity factor depends on the material properties of two PEMO -elastic ceramics involved, since it is governed by Eq.(4.17) and  by Eq.(4.2). 
Magnetoelectroelastic field near the crack tip at the interface
Using the known result (Tricomi, 1985) 
putting Eq.(4.12) into Eq.(4.7) and using Eq.(4.19), we obtain the asymptotic expressions for the anti -plane shear stress and in -plane electric displacement and magnetic induction, as well as elastic strain, electric and magnetic field, ahead on the left crack tip at the interface as follows 4.20-4.25) where the identity is used as follows
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The material parameters for the piezoelectric ceramics coincide, in general, with the ones derived by Li and Wang (2007) . But in  , defined exactly by Eq.(3.34), the fourth term in numerator of Eq.(3.34) is omitted in Eq.(3.20) of Li and Wang paper. In consequence, the conclusions in Tab.2 of Li and Wang paper that  vanishes also in the case of ceramics poled in an opposite direction are incorrect. The formula Eq.(3.34) shows that only for two bonded piezoelectric ceramics with c 44 unchanged poled in the same direction (not opposite) the field singularity at the interface crack tip maintains the inverse square root singularity, since in this case 
as Eq. (2.14) shows. Of course, we have
The energy release rate
For the magnetoelectrically permeable crack, the energy release rates are very important to evaluate the behaviours of crack tips. In accordance with the definition of the energy release rate proposed by Pak (1990) (the virtual crack closure integral) the energy release rate can finally be derived as (4.36) are the energy release rate for homogeneous material (no bi-material) and normalized stress intensity factors at the right and left crack tip. One interesting observation from Eq.(4.33) is that though the energy release rate, G, is independent of the applied electric-magnetic load, it is affected by electric-magnetic properties of two constituents of the bi-material media. II II I  I I II  I II  I  II  44 11 15  44 11 15  15 15 15  15  D  2  2  II I  I  II  I  II  II  I  44 44 11  11  44 15  44 15   II II I  I I II  I II  I  II  44 11 
In particular, for a fully permeable crack considered here, and two identical magneto-or electroelastic planes polarized in opposite directions we have (from Eq. 
Results and discussions
In studying the fracture behaviour of the PEMO -elastic material the field intensity factors are of significance. In this section, examples are given to illustrate the effects of material properties on the field intensity factor and the order of singularity.
Effect of material constants on the singularity order
We now consider the dependence of the singularity order on 2 6 constituent independent piezoelectromagnetoelastic constants. Although an analytical evaluation of the relative sensitivities is possible, on the basis of the results presented above, it is rather cumbersome. Therefore the sensitivity is evaluated here in another way.
Firstly, we assume that both materials are piezoelectric and Figure 3 shows 
We take six kinds of particular piezoelectric ceramics as representatives, the relevant material constants and parameters m, and / 1 m which are listed in Tab.1 (with materials poling axes aligned in the positive z -direction). Table 1 . Relevant material properties (Wang and Yu, 2001; Gu et al., 2002) 
(5.4) Figure 5 shows the variation of  and  with the ratio   for
. 
Effect of material constants on the field intensity factors
The material constants also affect the intensity factors. Figure 9 presents The analysis above implies that for the magnetically (or electrically) permeable interfacial cracks, the applied magnetic (or electric) loadings have no influence on the fracture behaviours of the crack tips.
Figures 10 The figures show that the normalized stress intensity factor in a homogeneous solid is only weakly dependent on the elastic constants and dielectric permeabilities. In contrast, int k  strongly depends on  c and  e . This is consistent with physical considerations: for a large difference of piezocoefficients e 0   or e 1   the int k  are larger than hom k  (Fig.11) . From Fig.10 it can be seen that piezoelectric ceramic II is more complaisant than piezoelectric ceramic I ( and piezoelectric II is stiffer than piezoelectric I. Similar conclusions may be formulated for the
